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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
OCTOBER 13, 2021, at 6:00 pm
GLEN PARK PAVILION
AGENDA
CALL HPC MEETING TO ORDER
APPROVAL OF AGENDA/MINUTES
Minutes of the September 8, 2021, meeting
HPC MEMBER VOLUNTEER HOUR REPORT
PUBLIC COMMENTS – Non-Agenda Items
DISCUSSION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pavilion panels-inside
The Glen interpretive sign
Wisconsin Historical Society annual conference (virtual) October 20-22
Apparel and promotions

ACTION ITEMS
5. Changes to the pavilion caption plates
CALENDAR
Next Historic Preservation Commission meeting November 10, 2021.
ADJOURNMENT

Council members may be in attendance for informational purposes only.
No official Council action will be taken.

NOTE: Any person who has a qualifying disability as defined by the Americans with Disabilities Act that
requires the meeting or materials to be in an accessible location or format may contact City Clerk Amy
White at (715)-426-3408 or in person at 222 Lewis Street for accommodations. Requests for
accommodations should be made at least three (3) business days in advance of the meeting. Every effort
will be made to arrange accommodations.
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MINUTES
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
September 8, 2021 at 6:00 pm
TRAINING ROOM CITY HALL
HPC Members Present: Heidi Heinze, Jayne Hoffman, Mark Anderson, Julie Huebel, Pam Friede, Ben
Plunkett, Denton Anderson
HPC Members Absent:
Staff Present:
Kendra Ellner, Scot Simpson
Others Present:
Patricia LaRue
CALL TO ORDER
Meeting convened at 6:02 p.m.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF AUGUST 11, 2021
M/Plunkett, S/Anderson -- motion carried 6-0
PUBLIC COMMENTS
At 6:30 p.m. (after the request for public comment) Park and Recreation Chair, Plan Commission
member, and resident Patricia LaRue arrived to share a story about the power plant and how they used
to take a detailed account of each employee’s tenure and experience. LaRue stated, “For 120 years
there has been a handwritten account for who has come and gone.” LaRue continued to explain that the
last two operators, Kenny Dopkins and Bruce Lloyd, had lunch and on a calendar the date of Dec. 14,
2011, was circled, depicting the last day the power plant was operated. LaRue added that the third shift
employees weren’t allowed to work alone because the machinery was dangerous. Therefore, they
painted, cleaned and dusted the place to make it beautiful until it was fully decommissioned. LaRue
concluded that the original rock and timber dam in the City may still exist behind the concrete dam.
Since most rock and timber dams in the US have been torn up; she suggested for the dams to be
reconstructed into a park for display, to show how the rock crib and timber dams’ hydro plants were
built.
The point of LaRue’s stories were to emphasize that there are many untold stories in River Falls and that
old power plant could be transformed into a museum. She was very surprised there is not a museum in
town even though the City has the [UWRF] archives.
DISCUSSION ITEMS
1. The Glen interpretive sign
Heinze specified that there is funding to possibly replace it. Members discussed whether to
keep it or replace it, and where to put the old one. There were discussions about residents’

concerns for removing/replacing the historic landmark. Mark Anderson conveyed that his Eagle
Scout friend, who made the sign, would not be upset and he would be interested in keeping it
in his shop or have it displayed/stored somewhere else in the City.
There appeared to be consensus to remove the old sign and replace it with a newer sign.
Heinze clarified that action would be taken later in the meeting.
2. Pavilion panels-outside
(Items switched from the agenda.)
Heinze decided to discuss the outside panels first, attesting that there were pictures hung that
weren’t chosen by HPC and the one they did choose “the kitchen picture” did not get displayed.
Heinze voiced the group’s options:
• Option 1: Leave the “Cascade Mill” picture where it is but, they must rewrite the
caption plaque.
• Option 2: Replace the “Cascade Mills” with the “kitchen picture” but, they need to
discuss with Mike how to replace it, because they are 100lb panels.
Heinze brought up a solution stating that HPC could add a new 7X4 panel behind the corner by
the bathrooms. To save, time and money, then use some HPC funds to purchase a new photo
panel that will go with the already made caption for the “kitchen picture.”
Heinze added that a couple of the caption plates need replacement because of some errors and
exclusions on them. Huebel further explained, “We only need to replace one and another one
needs to be rewritten.” Huebel noted that a draft has been written and Jeff Bijork’s name is
needed to be included as a photo credit for the “Summer Days” plaque.
The group appeared to want to pursue putting “the kitchen picture” on the new panel outside
by the bathroom and then leaving the current panels up with adjustments to some of the
plaques.
3. Pavilion panels-inside
Heinze reviewed that it would be plausible to put additional photo images inside. Since they
won’t be exposed to elements, they can be less expensive and lighter panels. They discussed
image options and other thoughts whether; to pay homage to family reunions in River Falls,
create a collage/conglomeration of photos or an approach for residents to look through an
online album/catalog to vote for their favorites. Huebel and Simpson discussed that Simpson
would organize the photos and then will discuss with staff.
There seemed to be a consensus for pursuing pictures inside the pavilion and they will discuss
this item further at the next meeting.
4. Lime Kilns and Foster Cemetery
Heinze discussed city-owned properties that are historic and could be eligible for National
Registry of Historic status. Heinze stated that there was a survey completed five years ago that
identified five possible historic homes, but it did not reflect these two areas (the Lime Kilns and
Foster Cemetery). For HPC to pursue this effort they need to talk to Park Board for guidance.

Simpson was assigned to initiate contact for HPC. This venture would involve heavy
documentation and photography.
There was consensus that the Lime Kilns project would be pursued in the winter, and they
would also apply for the CLG grant in 2022.
ACTION ITEMS
(Action items switched from agenda.)
5. Changes to the pavilion caption plates and/or “Cascade Mill” panel
Heinze proposed the decision for HPC to order the 7X4 picture panel of the “kitchen picture” to
put outside, and then order the two caption panels. One to go with “Cascade Mill” and the other
for the “Summer Days” pictures. There is potential for external funding, but the picture panel
must be paid by HPC.
• M/ Friede, S/Denton Anderson -- 6-0 motion passes. Heinze to follow up with Mike and
Amy on next steps. Huebel will write the caption and group will vote to approve next
meeting.
6. Power Plant MOU
Heinze pointed out that there were revisions made to the original MOU, most notably Scot
Simpson’s changes. Simpson’s edits offered suggestions to omit City Council and keep it
between HPC and the City Administrator. His reasoning was to avoid delaying the approval
process further, because Simpson believed the HPC requests were not out of bounds and
responsibilities already approved by Council for Simpson to assist on. Simpson reiterated that
the HPC can make the decision to formally present this to council but warned them that they
may run into a debate and possible denial. Simpson clarified that the MOU is technically
between the City and the HPC, in which Simpson is acting as an agent of the City and not
necessarily acting above the Council. However, the HPC consenting to this language avoids
dragging out the process any further.
Heinze agreed but requested to add the subject site exhibit and to adjust the typos in the MOU.
Motion to make changes and approve the MOU: M/ Denton Anderson, S/ Huebel. Motion
passes 5-0 (Friede left early). Next steps: Heinze will adjust typos and add sentence about map.
Then file. Simpson offered to schedule a tour in the coming months for the HPC.
CALENDAR
Next Historic Preservation Commission meeting Oct. 13, 2021.
ADJOURNMENT
Heinze called for adjournment at approximately 7:14 p.m.
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
OCTOBER 13, 2021
STAFF REPORT
AGENDA ITEMS
1. The Glen interpretive sign – Discussion only
The HPC will continue discussion on the location and content of the Glen interpretive sign. The
current sign design and two additional images that may be included are attached.
2. Pavilion panels-inside – Discussion only
The HPC will continue discussion on the content of the inside pavilion panels.
3. Wisconsin Historical Society annual conference (virtual) October 20-22 – Discussion only
Please see the attached conference information. Commissioners are encouraged to participate as
there are many programs offered that are relevant to the work of the HPC.
4. Apparel and promotions – Discussion only
The HPC will review examples of apparel that HPC members may order with the HPC logo to wear
during public programs. There is also an option to order some promotional materials, like
postcards and posters. Heidi Heinz will bring samples, sizes, and prices for HPC apparel from River
City Stitch to the meeting and samples of promotion posters and PVC images for inside the pavilion
from Hub 70.
5. Changes to the pavilion caption plates – Action Item
Members of the HPC would like to take action at the October 13, 2021 meeting regarding changes
to the pavilion panel caption plates. Attached is proposed caption plate text for the Summer Days
and Cascade Mills panels.
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AGENDA ITEM #1 – THE GLEN INTERPRETIVE SIGN:

POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL IMAGE FOR THE GLEN INTERPRETIVE SIGN:
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AGENDA ITEM #1 – THE GLEN INTERPRETIVE SIGN (CONT.):

POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL IMAGE FOR THE GLEN INTERPRETIVE SIGN:
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AGENDA ITEM #3: WHS ANNUAL CONFERENCE
15th Annual Local History and Historic Preservation Conference

Oct 20⇒ Oct 22
Historic Preservation Sessions
and AIA/CES Continuing Education Credits
Join the Wisconsin Historical Society online to experience the high-quality sessions, keynotes,
and workshops that have become synonymous with our in-person conference. The registration
fee is $50 and includes access to our plenary sessions, six workshops, and 24 sessions in
addition to access to recordings of all conference events for a limited time after the event to view
sessions that you missed or revisit topics that you enjoyed.
The Wisconsin Historical Society is the federally-designated State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO). In partnership with communities, organizations and individuals, the SHPO works to
identify, interpret and preserve historic places for the benefit of present and future generations.
Toward this goal we are offering Historic Preservation focused sessions in addition to partnering
with AIA Wisconsin to provide opportunities for AIA Continuing Education Credits.

View the full brochure HERE
REGISTER ONLINE NOW
AIA Wisconsin Continuing Education Credits
AIA Wisconsin is a Registered Provider for the AIA Continuing Education System (CES). AIA
members can earn AIA/CES learning unit hours by participating in the designated sessions. AIA
member attendance will be live tracked by the event website and reported to AIA/CES.
Participants must attend full live session to receive AIA/CES credit.
• Historic Preservation Solutions (1 LU/HSW) by Shaw Sprague, National Trust
for Historic Preservation
Innovative Design Solutions for Tax Credit Projects (1 LU/HSW) Jen Davel,
Midwest Regional Director, Heritage Consulting Group and Ted Matkom,
Wisconsin Market President, Gorman & Company
• Pendarvis Historic Structure Report (1 LU/HSW) by Charles Quagliana,
Charles Quagliana Architects
• Accessibility and Additions in Historic Rehabilitation Projects (1 LU/HSW)
by Liz Petrella, Architectural Historian, National Park Service
• Tax Credits for Historic Building Rehabilitation (1 LU) by Claire Bushemi and
Paul Porter, Tax Credit Reviewers, Wisconsin State Historic Preservation Office
• Doing LGBTQ+ History in Small City Wisconsin (1 LU) by Ariel Beaujot and
Víctor Macías-González, University of Wisconsin–La Crosse
Historic Preservation and Downtown Preservation Efforts (1 LU) by Jason
Scott, Regional Economic Development Director, Wisconsin Economic
Development
Historic Preservation Focused Sessions:
• Attaining and Maintaining CLG Status: What’s New with the Wisconsin CLG
Program Jason Tish, Certified Local Government Coordinator, Wisconsin
Historical Society
• Wisconsin’s Emerging National Heritage Areas Jerry Enzler, Board Member,
Upper Mississippi River Driftless Alliance Marty Harding, Chair of the Board of
Directors, North Woods and Waters of the St. Croix Heritage Area Nikki Janisin,
Executive Director, Hunt Hill Audubon Sanctuary, Glacier’s Promised Land
Emerging NHA Christopher E. Stein, Chief of Heritage Areas and Large
Landscape Initiatives, National Park Service Interior Regions 3, 4, and 5
• Grant-Ready: Best Practices and Tips for Grant Development Amy Wyatt,
Digital Historic Preservation Coordinator, Wisconsin Historical Society Carolyn
Wyse, Grants Writer, Wisconsin Historical Foundation
Where Does Heritage Tourism Fit in the Larger Travel Puzzle? Lisa Lefeber,
Vice President of Operations, Destination Lake Winnebago Region
The Wisconsin Shipwreck Coast National Marine Sanctuary Tamara
Thomsen and Caitlin Zant, Maritime Archaeologists, Wisconsin State Historic
Preservation Office
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Mercer CCC Camp Reborn: A CCC Camp’s Legacy Jim Bokern, President,
Manitowish Waters Historical Society John Broihahn, Archaeologist

AGENDA ITEM #5 PROPOSED CAPTION PLATE TEXT:
Summer Days
For generations, many family memories have been created in picturesque Glen Park. Over the
years, numerous park features have provided a variety of enjoyable activities for park patrons such
as hiking trails along the Kinnickinnic River, as well as picnic shelters, volleyball and basketball
courts, horseshoe pits, baseball, softball, soccer and football fields, and a tennis court. Children
gravitated towards the pool and playground areas as well as being able to enjoy a treat purchased
from Clarence “Pop” Armstrong’s iconic “Poptcorn Wagon”.

Photo Collection: Jeff Bjork and River Falls High School Annual The Kinnick

Cascade Mills
Built 1867
The Cascade Mills and dam were built in 1867 along the South Fork of the Kinnickinnic River
creating a waterfall and glen at its base. William Barker built the two and one-half stories high
building that measured 32’ x 60’ with a 32’ x 40’ warehouse. The mill had two sets of grinding
stones powered by a 20-inch Leffel wheel and produced 32 barrels of flour per day. It was built at
a cost of $13,000. Later in 1876, another set of stones was added increasing its capacity to 40
barrels a day. It was constructed as a custom mill for flour and grist, but later served as a merchant
mill, feed store and a sawmill. The mill was often unable to operate for part of the year because
the water supply was unreliable. In 1928, the dam burned and the mill ceased to operate. Fire
swept the northwest section of the mill in 1930 and it was later demolished.

Photo Collection: Jayne Hoffman
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